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1. MotivationIrresponsible for SIMATH?Sine 2002, TMU took over SIMATH from Saarlandes.� implemented on 64 bit platforms� pakaged the CEMDevelopment Environment� self memory management=) ompliated soure ord� three multiple preision integerstwo of them are by other partiesone of the two is not known whether alive or not3



Liense Problem� liense is shared with Siemens (without �nanial support sine2003)� no redistribution and no ommerial useFurther development may be restrited by this liense.Library and Interpreter by Distint Languages� users experiene by interpreter annot be reeted to the system� maintaining interpreter requires additional task for developers=) maintain and support as it is� still running and used� main support is on installation and on interpreter4



2. Sript LanguagePoliy of NZMATH� language with garbage olletion and multiple preision arith-meti in advane� objet oriented language for rih data types� sript language to develop program library and interative alu-lator together� weight is on the speed of development than on that of omputa-tion=) easy to understand and internationally widely used� possible to up the speed of run time and to link with other systems() Language is Python or Ruby =) Python.5



� ommonly used stable development tehniqueofollaboration through internet=) employ CVS� proper liense forhigh performaneandonveniene of appliation=) soure ord open but not so strit=) employ the BSD liense
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3. Developers and UsersDiÆulties� restrited ability of developers (5 + 5 students)� big gap between developers and users� ontinuous group of development=) suessors� �nanial support without restrition=) NTTCritial is a users-group reeting experiene to the systemFirst use for heking already omputed data7



4. Current Release and PlansVersion 0.0.0 on 28 Nov. 2003 Version 0.0.1 on 2 De. 2003Version 0.1.0 26 on Mar. 2004 Version 0.1.1 on 13 May 2004Version 0.1.1 | Still � version!bigrandom big random numberseuler the Euler � and the M�obius � funtionsfator prime fatorization in Zgd the GCD of integersimaginary omplex numbersintegerResidueClass residue lasses Z=mlattie lattiesmatrix matriespolynomial polynomialsprime primality testrational rational numbersrationalFuntion rational funtionsreal real numbersring ringsvetor vetors8



PlansFor the Momentfundamental elementary algorithms=) release a � version in 2004For a Short Rangefundamental algorithms of number �elds and ellipti urves=) more sophistiated algorithms inluding those of urrent SIMATHFor a Middle Rangeorganize a widely spread users=developers-group=) re�ne interfae for users with manual for users and developersFor a Long Rangeimprove the run time and link to other systems9



5. Call for CVS ommitmentWhy NZMATH? New Zi MATHNumber ZahlenNippon ZimmerTryAesshttp://tnt.math.metro-u.a.jp/nzmath/.JoinSend \subsribe" by email tonzmath-user-request�tnt.math.metro-u.a.jp.AskSend email tonzmath�tnt.math.metro-u.a.jp.10


